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Three simple methods to persuade
Most presentations include all the three ways to persuade. The style and analysis of the
audience by the speaker helps her/him decide how much of each method is appropriate
to use.

1. Create creditability
This is the first method to persuade. How does the audience perceive you? Which
are your references and are you a credible speaker about the topic? There is
always a reason for being asked to give a speech. It is presumed that you either
have something new to communicate or that you give something known a new
angle. It then is important that you are not too humble and timid about your
merits. See to it that the listeners are informed about them one way or the other.
For example this can be announced by the person who introduces you or, if you
do that yourself, then start with an ego presentation. Do it without boosting but
do it enthusiastically with facts about your qualifications to speak on the subject.

2. Present facts and statistics
Facts and statistical information are persuasive provided that they are used
moderately. Too much of this will make the listeners lose focus. You use facts and
statistics to support your own arguments. If you are smart, you forestall possible
counter arguments from the audience by raising them yourself, then again
emphasizing your own arguments. In this way you make possible counter
arguments pointless. Ex. “now you will probably argue that ….. but my figures
show that …..”.

3. Appeal to feelings
When you appeal to the feelings of the listeners you appeal to their needs, their
desire and their longing. Most decisions are made based on a combination of facts
and feelings. When you understand the needs of the listeners, you can persuade
them. You want them to feel content with their decisions and you therefore use a
combination of facts and listeners’ feelings to satisfy that need, thereby triggering
a required decision or action.
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